
MOOVID FINAL INFO - Milan May 21 2020

IMPORTANT: There is no need to pre-enter! Just go to competition link when it is active

COMPETITION LINK 
The competition link will be posted on the website http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/  one hour before the 
start
It will be a Google form and it will be active from 4 PM CEST

(Thursday May 21 for all locations):
Vancouver 7 AM        Cranbrook/Calgary 8 AM     Medellin 9 AM     NYC  10 AM        Lisbon/London 3 PM
Rome/Madrid/Berlin 4 PM         Moscow/Istanbul 5 PM        Hong Kong 10 PM           Tokyo 11 PM

SCHEDULE (CEST)
4 PM                                      Mass start
6.45 PM                                 End of competition (time limit is 2h45' )
6.50 PM                                 Correct answers and individual scores sent to your e-mail
(when ready - around 7 PM)  Classification posted on the website http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/ 

The competition will be left active in the future, so you can try it anytime (if you compete later you 
will not be inserted in results list but you will have anyway your score automatically after sending the 
answers)

PROCEDURE
At the beginning be ready to fill four fields before answering the first competition questions:
- Email address (this will be needed to recognize you and send you correct answers – I'm not interested in
keeping e-mail addresses – please don't insert a fake one otherwise I will have plenty of rejected emails in
my mailbox)
- Name
- Surname (If you play in a team use fields Name and Surname as you like )
- Country (choose from a drop-down menu – countries are listed in English language)

Be aware that due to possible heavy competitors traffic you could experience some delay in accessing the
form, just be patient and try to reload the page. We all hope it will be a matters of seconds.

TEAM FAIR-PLAY
You can compete alone or in groups of 2-3 people. If you are competing in team there are some FAIR 
PLAY RULES:
- it is not allowed to open multiple sessions and split the questions between team members
- if you are competing together with the same computer please send one form only
- if you are in the same house using two different computers please don't work together/share information 
on solving the tasks
(same answers with similar time from two people in the same household will be very suspicious)

TASKS
- 8 maps with 61 questions (in English language) that you will solve with GoogleMaps Streetview  (or 
other) with multiple choice answers
All answer are found in the most recent StreetView imagery – without going back in time
Also no users pictures (blue dots) are needed to answer.
- 7 Temp-O stations with 5 tasks each

CLASSIFICATION
Number of points scored - in case of a tie time will count
All tasks (TempO also) will make you score 1 point each (except a task that is worth 5 points) for a total of
100 points

http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/
http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/


Time limit is 2h45'  - after that you can still send answers but you will not be in the result list

COUNTRY CLASSIFICATION
There will be a country classification with the best 5 competitors for each country (a country must have at 
least 5 competitors finishing the competition to be included in the classification)

MAPS
Scale is not a big deal as you don't have the maps printed, anyway scales will be:
ISSOM/ISSPROM  1:100 1:2.000  1:3.000  1:4.000  1:5.000  
MOOBICI map 1:15.000

SPECIAL SYMBOLS
Ticket barrier for Metro (Underground) =

Some other limited special symbols are showed directly on the maps (can't say now - it is a surprise)

HOW MANY COMPUTER WINDOWS OPEN?
Obviously a big screen will help you to see all you need at the same time without scrolling/changing 
window.
For the streetview part you will need 3 windows open: map downloaded – streetview – form to answer the 
questions
For the TempO part for each station you will have the picture with flags on top and all the 5 tasks one after
the other on the same page. To avoid scrolling on top after each answer (to see the flags again) you can 
also download (and open in a new window) the picture with flags from the link provided

TEMP-O
It is not possible to assess ZERO tolerance because sometimes flags (all added editing the
picture) are huge or sometimes location are fantasy :-) ones. Anyway there are no ZERO
answers with depth illusion. If it is ZERO you clearly see that is not on the place where it should
be, and ALWAYS on another object.
There should be no problem in understanding where the flag is but remember to consider the
position of the pole of the flag (it is yellow for better viewing – see picture for a sample of a flag)

There will be some flags on top of buildings, no panic!  Everything will be very clear: if the flag is at the 
correct place say LETTER, if it is on top of another building say ZERO

PRIZES
The first three places in the result list will be awarded a free team entry each for next editions of MOO 
CHALLENGE or MOO BICI (not transferable - total prize value: 90 EUR) 

FEES
You can play MOOVID for free.
After the competition a voluntary contribution would be appreciated if you enjoyed MOOVID
See how on this page
Non EUR-countries: there is an option without commissions

If you want to train for the event there's more info on the website http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/ 

HAVE FUN – ENJOY THE COMPETITION :-) 
Remo Madella – REM MAPS

http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/
http://www.remmaps.it/moovid/entra.htm
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